Cell inactivation by beryllium, boron and carbon ions at the low-energy irradiation facility of the Naples University.
The 3MV HVEC TTT-3 Tandem accelerator at the University of Naples, already used for radiobiological studies with protons and alpha particles, was set up for irradiation of biological samples with low energy carbon, boron, and beryllium beams. Radiobiological characterisation and study of these ion beams is essential in hadrontherapy (correction of hadrotherapy) to understand, for example, the possible biological effect of the target fragmentation products. Furthermore in space radiation biology we need to know the biological effects of heavy ions, a component of cosmic radiation that can contribute to the radiobiological risk when long sojourns in space are concerned. V79 Chinese hamster cells were irradiated with the different ions and the resulting cell inactivation data are reported.